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( From the Introduction )

This is the culmination of a work I presented at the 10th International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics (10-ICAL) held in Palawan, Philippines in 2006. See "THE -IN GRID : A Mathematical Order in Language by way of Tagalog Verb Phrases" at
http://www.sil.org/asia/philippines/ical/papers/stuart-the%20-IN%20Grid.pdf
There I propose that there is a mathematical order in Tagalog that is organized around its verbs, the evidence being a series of linguistic markers progressively subdividing a large database of Tagalog verbs into four kinds of verbs at every stage. These progressive quadrisections, I suggest, finally results in the perfect subdivision of the universe of Tagalog verbs into distinct grammatical sets (of verbs that mean alike and that turn into similar sentences), all arranged in a perfect grid that appears to represent a deep structure in language.
It is an ambitious notion that is insisted upon me by the language itself, and for nearly two decades I have plodded on to see what lies at the bottom.
In this final result, I demonstrate how the seeming randomness of a significant section of our verbal lexicon, the volitional -in affixed verbs of Tagalog (a database of some 1550 verbs), may be mathematically organized into a thesaurus of 256 grammatical sets fitted perfectly into a grid of four quadrisections.
Given the nature of the grid, this perfect order manifested by the -in verbs sets a clear pattern for the rest of the language. Moreover, the order appears to apply as well to the English that I speak.
Is this grid of quadrisections the deep structure of language?

